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INTRODUCTION

JID Scope
The Journal of Investigative Dermatology (JID) publishes high impact reports describing original research related to all aspects of cutaneous biology and skin disease. Descriptions of important findings that result from basic, translational, or clinical research are appropriate for submission. Clinical research can include, but is not limited to, interventional trials, genetic studies, epidemiology, and health services research.

Standard features of the Journal include Original Articles, Review Articles, and Letters to the Editor. Perspectives and Commentaries are invited by the Editorial Board. Online features enhance JID content, making it more relevant and accessible, especially to non-scientists, trainees, and clinician-educators.

The JID places a high priority on publication of new insights into basic cutaneous biology, disease pathogenesis and treatment. Reports that describe a new methodology, technique, or tool in combination with mechanistic insights into the problem that is being investigated are encouraged. It is possible that occasional descriptions of novel technology, methodology, or resources that are of special interest or utility to JID readers could be competitive for publication, even in the absence of new mechanistic insights. Reports describing novel mutations in known genes with no new mechanistic data will not be sent for review. Case reports or case series, unless they provide new biologic insights, are rarely appropriate for the Journal.

Initial submissions of Original Articles must adhere, in principal, to JID manuscript guidelines but they need to not be formatted specifically for the JID. The following sections should be included: Title page, Abstract, Introduction, Results, Discussion (Results and Discussion may be combined), Materials and Methods, Conflict of Interest Statement, Acknowledgements, References, Tables, Figure Legends, and Supplementary Material. Figures and figure legends may be inserted directly in the text where they are first referred to. Formatting requirements will be imposed at the time of first revision. Please note: Original Article manuscripts that are determined to significantly exceed these limits, or that do not include all of the elements listed below, may be returned to the authors for revision prior to review.

At the Editor's discretion, submissions may be considered via a newly instituted fast track review process. This could lead to online publication of Original Articles within 30 days of the initial submission. It is anticipated that only a minority of Original Article submissions will undergo fast track review.

Queries regarding the submission appropriateness can be directed to the JID Editor at JIDEditor@sidnet.org.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Ethics in Publishing
For information on Ethics in publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal publication see https://www.elsevier.com/publishingethics and https://www.elsevier.com/journal-authors/ethics. When addressing issues of publication ethics, JID generally follows the flowcharts published by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE; http://www.publicationethics.org).

Scientific Integrity
All submissions to and publications in the JID are assumed to be the product of honest observations. By submission, the first and senior authors take full responsibility for the integrity of the work as a whole, from inception to the published article. If substantial doubts arise regarding the scientific integrity of any submission or publication it is the responsibility of the Editor to pursue these issues with the author(s). The first and senior authors are responsible for communicating with the editorial office on issues of scientific misconduct or the retraction of a published manuscript, should questions of this type arise. Issues of scientific integrity include but are not limited to duplicate submission and publication, falsification or fabrication of data, and plagiarism. If issues of scientific integrity cannot be resolved with the authors to the satisfaction of the Editor, they will be referred to the institution where the work was done and/or the author's funding agency for further investigation. If the work is deemed to be fraudulent the JID will print a retraction, preferably signed by all authors of the work in
question. The editors reserve the right to initiate the retraction of a published manuscript, should it be deemed appropriate. Alternatively, the Editor may choose to print an expression of concern regarding the work, with an explanation.

**Human Studies**
The authors' Institutional Review Board must have approved human in vivo studies. This should be stated in the Methods section of the manuscript. All patients referred to in human studies should be identified by number, not by name. Identifying information should not be published in written descriptions, photographs, or pedigrees unless the information is essential for scientific purposes and the patient (or parent or guardian) has given written informed consent for publication. All clinical investigation must have been approved by the author's Institutional Review Board or Research Ethics Committee, and written informed consent must have been obtained from all patients. In addition, retrospective studies must have Institutional Review Board approval. This should be stated in the Methods section of the manuscript. The editors reserve the right to reject manuscripts that fail to meet these criteria, and to ask for proof of Institutional Review Board approval.

Include a statement affirming that patients consented to publication, if their image or case history is used. For images, this statement should be included at the end of the figure legend.

JID ascribes to NIH's policy on "Consideration of Sex as a Biological Variable in NIH-funded Research." Therefore, as stated in the NIH guidance document, authors should "provide the sex of research subjects and/or materials, when possible. Report when sex differences are, or are not, detected in analyses, as this may be valuable for future research and meta-analysis."

Include a statement affirming that patients consented to publication, if their image or case history is used. For images, this statement should be included at the end of the figure legend.

**Animal Studies**
All animal studies must be approved by the author's institutional animal care and use committee and conducted according to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals or equivalent guidelines. This should be stated in the Methods section of the manuscript. The editors reserve the right to reject manuscripts that fail to meet these criteria.

JID ascribes to NIH's policy on "Consideration of Sex as a Biological Variable in NIH-funded Research." Therefore, as stated in the NIH guidance document, authors should "provide the sex of research subjects and/or materials, when possible. Report when sex differences are, or are not, detected in analyses, as this may be valuable for future research and meta-analysis."

**Conflict of Interest**
Each author must indicate on the Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form whether they have financial, equity, patenting, or other relevant relationships or arrangements with a product or sponsor of research that might constitute a conflict of interest. More information on conflict of interest can be found on the form and in The Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals, by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. Sources of support or declared conflicts should be stated in the manuscript. If the authors have no conflict of interest to declare, this should be noted using the standard phrase, "The authors state no conflict of interest." For more information on Conflict of Interest, see also https://www.elsevier.com/conflictsofinterest.

**Submission Declaration**
Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis, see the 'Prior Publication' section below for more information), that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere including electronically in the same form, in English or in any other language, without the written consent of the copyright-holder.

**Prior Publication**
JID considers results to have already been published if they have appeared in sufficient detail to allow replication, are publicly accessible with a fixed content, and have been validated by peer review. A summary of work in a review, a perspective, a commentary, a newspaper, or magazine article does not constitute prior publication, nor does presentation of data in a Master's or Doctoral thesis.
Presentation at a national scientific meeting or a webcast of such a meeting, where the data are not published in full, does not constitute prior publication. In cases where data have been presented in an abstract or thesis, this should be stated in the Acknowledgments. Our guiding principle is that journals should interfere minimally in such exchanges.

**Authorship Conditions**

*JID* ascribes to the authorship guidelines described in the [The Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals](https://www.journalsarchive.org/jid ) by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. Briefly, each author should have participated sufficiently in the intellectual content of the work to take public responsibility for appropriate portions of its content. Authorship credit should be based on: 1) conception and design, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data; 2) drafting or revising the manuscript critically for important intellectual content; 3) final approval of the version to be published; 4) agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring the questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

All conditions must be met. In addition, any revisions and the final version of any accepted manuscript must be approved by all authors.

The contributions of those who do not meet these authorship requirements may be noted in the Acknowledgments section of the manuscript.

**Corresponding Author Responsibilities**

Our submission system allows one author to complete the submission process (i.e., submitting author), while designating another to receive correspondence concerning the submission (i.e., corresponding author). Upon submission, the corresponding author must complete a License to Publish form. This will be presented within the online submission system. Prior to publication, a Declaration of Conflict of Interest form must be completed by every author. Upon acceptance, the Corresponding Author will be asked to provide the editorial office with the text of the final, accepted manuscript in a Word (.doc) or other document file and one complete set of digital publication-quality figures. Failure to provide these materials will result in a delay in publication. Author proofs and queries will be sent to the Corresponding Author by email; these will require a 48-hour turnaround. No substantive changes may be made in the proof stage without the written approval of the Editor. Journal policy allows ONE corresponding author for published articles. If specific authors are to be addressed concerning particular aspects of the published work, this may be indicated in the Acknowledgments section.

**Changes to Authorship**

Changes in authorship at any point in the review or publication process must be explained to the Editor in a letter signed by all authors, including by any author being added or deleted. The letter must include the original and the revised authorship lists and the reason for the requested change. Approved author changes requested after publication will result in an erratum.

**Authorship Disputes**

Authorship disputes will not be handled by the journal; instead, these will be referred to the authors to resolve. If the authors cannot resolve the issue themselves, the journal will recommend that the authors bring the matter to the attention of their institutions. Any article with a known authorship dispute will be suspended from review or publication, depending on its status.

**Registering & Reporting Clinical Trials**

The *JID* welcomes submissions of high quality, well-designed clinical trials that have the potential to change clinical practice. *JID* is particularly interested in clinical research that elucidates disease mechanisms or the mechanisms of action for new therapies. A clinical trial is "any research project that prospectively assigns human subjects to intervention and comparison groups to study the cause-and-effect relationship between a medical intervention and a health outcome" (ICMJE definition).

All trials submitted to the *JID* must be 1) prospectively registered and 2) fully reported.

1. **Prospective trial registration.** The purpose of prospective trial registration is to overcome selective reporting bias. The *JID* adheres to the principles set out by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) that all clinical trials need to be registered in an approved publicly accessible clinical trial register before patient recruitment begins. A list of ICMJE approved registries can be found here. Studies that register after recruitment has started or after recruitment has been completed will not be considered. The Clinical Trial registration number should be included at the end of the abstract.
2. **Full reporting.** The purpose of complete reporting is to allow our readers to see exactly what was done in the trial so that if needed, the study could be replicated. Many forms of bias can occur within trials, and how these have been dealt with need to be clearly reported. The *JID* endorses the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trial (CONSORT) Statement and requires authors to report their clinical trials fully according to the latest revision (currently 2010). Authors are required to indicate using this form where in their manuscript submission the 25 items included in CONSORT 2010 are located, along with a participant flow diagram.

To support full reporting of Clinical Trials, a structured abstract is required.

For details on preparing your RCT for submission, see the CONSORT website.

---

**Copyright**

Authors publishing in *JID* retain copyright in their articles and grant the Society for Investigative Dermatology an exclusive license to publish their work. In return, authors can reuse their own articles in any future published work and post them on their own website. Upon submission of an article, the corresponding author will be asked to complete a 'License to Publish' form.

Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations (please consult https://www.elsevier.com/permissions). If excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has preprinted forms for use by authors in these cases: please consult https://www.elsevier.com/permissions.

For open access articles: Authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License Agreement' (for more information see https://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement). Permitted third party reuse of open access articles is determined by the author's choice of user license (see https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesslicenses).

**Author Rights**

As an author you (or your employer or institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. For more information see https://www.elsevier.com/copyright. Authors publishing in *JID* retain copyright in their articles and grant the Society for Investigative Dermatology an exclusive license to publish their work. In return, authors can re-use their own articles in any future published work, provided the work is properly referenced.

To obtain formal permission for re-use, click on the "Request Permissions" link associated with the article online.

**Self-Archiving**

Authors of original research articles are encouraged to submit the accepted, peer-reviewed manuscript to their funding body's archive for public release twelve months after publication. For manuscripts funded by certain funding bodies, the publisher will automatically export to the appropriate deposition service those accepted articles whose authors have indicated relevant support. In addition, authors are encouraged to archive this version in their institution's repositories and on their personal web sites, also twelve months after the original publication. Authors should cite the publication reference and doi number on any deposited version, and provide a link from it to the published article on the JID website.

*Elsevier supports responsible sharing*  
Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals.

**Role of the Funding Source**

Authors should identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or preparation of the article and briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. For studies funded by federal agencies or their peer-reviewed equivalent (Wellcome Trust, Howard Hughes Medical Institutes, etc) it is assumed there was no such involvement, but the sources of all other funding should be explicitly stated not to have involvement, provided that is the case.
Funding body agreements and policies
Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to comply with their funder's open access policies. Some funding bodies will reimburse the author for the gold open access publication fee. Details of existing agreements are available online.
After acceptance, open access papers will be published under a noncommercial license. For authors requiring a commercial CC BY license, you can apply after your manuscript is accepted for publication.

Open Access (OA)
Authors of research articles can choose to pay an article processing charge to publish their accepted articles open access (i.e., free to all readers, regardless of whether they have a subscription) online immediately upon publication. Please note that the open access article processing charge is in addition to any standard publication charges. By paying this charge authors are also permitted to post the final, published PDF of their article on a website, institutional repository, or other free public server immediately upon publication.

Regardless of how you choose to publish your article, the journal will apply the same peer review criteria and acceptance standards.

The publisher will contact the corresponding author about Open Access options after manuscript acceptance.

Open Access Fee
The Open Access publication fee for this journal is $3,200, excluding taxes. Learn more about Elsevier's pricing policy: https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing.

Society Member Open Access Discount
The Open Access publication fee for corresponding authors who are individual members of the Society for Investigative Dermatology and European Society for Dermatological Research will be discounted to $2,600.

Open Access Creative Commons Licenses
For open access articles, how others may use or re-use your work is defined by which of the following Creative Commons licenses you select:

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND)
For non-commercial purposes, allows others to distribute and copy the article, and to include it in a collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do not alter or modify the article.

CC BY License
This license allows others to distribute and copy the article, create extracts, abstracts, and other revised versions, adaptations or derivative works of or from an article (such as a translation), include it in a collective work (such as an anthology), and text or data mine the article, even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit the author(s), do not represent the author as endorsing their adaptation of the article, and do not modify the article in such a way as to damage the author’s honor or reputation.

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) licenses are available only for authors whose funding body requires it for publication and/or reimbursement of the Open Access fee.

Language (Usage and Editing Services)
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier’s WebShop (http://webshop.elsevier.com/languageediting/) or visit the customer support site (http://support.elsevier.com) for more information.

Authors may receive criticism from referees or editors about English-language usage in their manuscripts. Grammatical errors may distract readers from your scientific message and may lead to less favorable reviews. To reduce the likelihood of this possibility, we encourage authors who are not native speakers of English to enlist a native English speaking colleague to review their manuscript for clarity. When this is not possible, authors may wish to use an editing service such as one of those listed below. The use of such services is at the authors’ expense and does not guarantee that articles will be accepted. While the services listed below have been vetted, other commercial editing services may be employed instead. JID cannot accept responsibility for the interaction between authors and
Manuscript Preparation
Authors are encouraged to read JID's Editorial Policies before submitting their work. All submissions must comply with these policies. JID requires electronic submission of manuscripts. For assistance with the site, contact ScholarOne Manuscripts at +1 434-964-4100. For questions regarding your submission, contact the Editorial Office at JIDOffice@sidnet.org. You will need the information below to complete your online submission. Submissions are dated according to receipt of all items listed below. No editorial decision will be communicated to the authors until the submission is complete.

Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used in the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word) are required to typeset your article for final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, is sent by email.

Please submit your article via https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jid.

Peer Review
JID employs ScholarOne Manuscripts to conduct single-blinded peer review (the identity of peer reviewers is kept confidential), as detailed in the graphic below. Authors may suggest the invitation or exclusion of up to four reviewers at the time of submission. The journal will take these recommendations into consideration; however, the final decision regarding reviewers lies with the Editor. Submissions that will not be fully peer reviewed generally receive a decision within 5 days. Fully peer-reviewed submissions are evaluated by at least two reviewers, one of whom will be a JID Editorial Board member; most will receive a decision within an average of 30 days.

Manuscripts are considered privileged information. Reviewers and editors are instructed to declare any personal or financial conflict of interest on the review forms, and they are expected to maintain confidentiality of a manuscript's contents. Further information about reviewing for JID can be found in our Reviewer Guidelines.

You may submit the names and institutional email addresses of potential referees. You may also request the exclusion of a limited number of referees. Note that the editor retains the sole right to decide whether the suggested reviewers are used or excluded.

Revisions
Revised manuscripts are due within 60 days of receipt of the decision letter. Manuscripts not received within this time will be dated and treated as new submissions. Revisions will be returned to the original reviewers, and new reviewers will be enlisted at the discretion of the editor. Not all revised manuscripts will be accepted. Any extension must be requested in writing to JIDEditor@sidnet.org and may be granted at the discretion of the editor. All revised submissions are run through the iThenticate plagiarism checking software. For more information about plagiarism and the use of iThenticate, see the editorial. If, after reconsideration, the manuscript is not suitable for publication with only minor editorial changes, it must be resubmitted as a new manuscript to be reconsidered.

Submitting a Revision
Underline Changes. All changes made in a revised manuscript must be underlined. This will help reviewers locate the changes that correspond with your point-by-point response. Please note in your cover letter if the changes are so extensive (i.e., more than 75% of the document) that it would be unreasonable to underline the changes.

Responses to Editors and Reviewers. Responses to reviewers and editors should be included as a text (.doc or .docx) file with the manuscript files and named response to reviewers. When uploading to the submission system, designate the file type as cover letter. Your responses should also be included in the spaces provided in the online system.
Rebuttals
Editorial decisions are rarely reversed. Authors with serious concerns about potential scientific errors in the review process may send a rebuttal letter to the editor at JIDEditor@sidnet.org. Only written appeals will be considered.

Rejected manuscripts may be resubmitted for consideration only with explicit permission of the Editor and if significant new data are presented. In such cases, the submission will be given a new manuscript number and date of receipt, and it will be treated as a new manuscript.

**ORCID Identifiers**
In 2014, the *JID* began accepting author Open Researcher and Contributor IDs (ORCID). ORCID is a non-profit organization dedicated to solving the long-standing name ambiguity problem in scholarly communication by creating a central registry of unique identifiers for individual researchers and an open, transparent linking mechanism between ORCID and other current author identifier schemes. To learn more about ORCID, please visit http://www.orcid.org.

**Medical Writers**
The journal allows the participation of medical writers in the preparation of manuscripts. The role of the medical writer and the identity of the entity that paid for this assistance should be disclosed in the Acknowledgments section of the manuscript.

**Statistical Guidelines**
The standard error of the mean should be presented only when the intent is to quantify the precision of the sample mean as an estimate of the population mean. The standard deviation should be presented when the intent is to present a descriptive statistic about the sample or an estimate of the population standard deviation. As much as possible, summaries in tables and figures should indicate the sample sizes upon which they are based. For more guidance on statistical methods, refer to the *New England Journal of Medicine Instructions to Authors.*

**Archiving**
The Editorial Office will retain an electronic file of each manuscript and related correspondence for 12 months following the final editorial decision, or, in the case of accepted manuscripts, publication.

**Announcements**
Brief announcements of scientific meetings, availability of fellowship grants, and awards for research relevant to the readership will be published at the discretion of the Editor. Announcements must reach the editorial office at least 8 weeks before their anticipated publication. In general, announcements will be published only once.

**PREPARATION**
**General**
Manuscripts should be concise, economical of references, figures and tables, and formatted as described below. Reports of investigative studies should be organized as follows, within the stated word limits. Details about each section are provided in the instructions that follow. The text should be submitted as a .doc or .docx file (not a .pdf). Manuscripts that do not conform to these specifications will be returned to the authors for correction.

1 **Element Description**

Language English (US spelling preferred) Font 12-point, Times New Roman Line spacing Double-spaced throughout Margins One inch (2.5 cm) on all sides Page numbers Yes; start with the title page as page 1

Begin a new page for References, Tables, and Figure Legends Line numbers Do not number lines of text Order of sections Title page, Abstract, Introduction, Results, Discussion (Results and Discussion may be combined into one section), Materials & Methods, Conflict of Interest, Acknowledgements, References, Tables, Figure Legends, Supplementary Material Heading style First level: **ALL CAPS, BOLD**;
Second level: *Sentence Case, Bold Underline*;
Third level: **Sentence Case, Bold Italic**

Figure legends Provide both a brief, overall title and a detailed legend of 125 words or fewer. File type Text: Word (.doc or .docx file) Separate image files

How to Format Your Manuscript for Submission to *JID*

**Article Types and Word Limits**
Below please find word limits, figure limits, and reference limits for Original Articles, Letters to the Editor, and Review articles.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Word limit**</th>
<th>Abstract word limit</th>
<th>Reference limit</th>
<th>Figures and tables***</th>
<th>Total printed pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Article</td>
<td>Present original research. Investigative studies should be organized as follows: Title page, Abstract, Introduction, Results, Discussion, Materials &amp; Methods, Conflict of Interest, Acknowledgments, References, Tables, Figure Legends. 3,500 200 No limit 6 9 Letter to the Editor Report original data, or discuss published articles. Letters should be organized as follows: Title page, Letter, Conflict of Interest, Acknowledgments, References, Tables, Figure Legends. 1,000 Enter a brief summary of the major findings in the required abstract space in the submission system 15 2 3 Randomized, Clinical Trial Submissions must comply with the CONSORT requirements (<a href="http://www.consort-statement.org">http://www.consort-statement.org</a>), including the CONSORT checklist and flow diagram 3,500 200</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter to the Editor</td>
<td>Report original data, or discuss published articles. Letters should be organized as follows: Title page, Letter, Conflict of Interest, Acknowledgments, References, Tables, Figure Legends. 1,000 Enter a brief summary of the major findings in the required abstract space in the submission system 15 2 3 Randomized, Clinical Trial Submissions must comply with the CONSORT requirements (<a href="http://www.consort-statement.org">http://www.consort-statement.org</a>), including the CONSORT checklist and flow diagram 3,500 200</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Enter a brief summary of the major findings in the required abstract space in the submission system</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized, Clinical Trial Submissions</td>
<td>Must comply with the CONSORT requirements (<a href="http://www.consort-statement.org">http://www.consort-statement.org</a>), including the CONSORT checklist and flow diagram 3,500 200</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Comprehensive, scholarly, and balanced, presenting an expert curation of the literature in the topic of interest. Consult the Editor a <a href="mailto:JIDEditor@sidnet.org">JIDEditor@sidnet.org</a> before submission. Include a list of your relevant publications to support your proposal 3,000 100 No limit 2 No limit Types of Articles Considered by JID and Associated Word Limits*</td>
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